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Church vocal in death penalty fight
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Haiti preacher
Lay preacher Paul Raymond
raised a glass of wine during a
service in Port-au-Prince, Sunday, March 5, 1995. At the
burned-out side of a church
massacre that helped President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide bring
down a dictatorship, the fiery
young preacher denounced the
United States and Bill Clinton as
he demanded justice for Haiti's
people.

sors, Govs. Mario Cuomo and Hugh
ALBANY (CNS) - The death penalCarey, had vetoed every death penalty
ty law signed by Gov. George Pataki
bill approved in the previous 18 years.
hours after its passage March 7 included
several provisions sought by the bill's
"The action of the Legislature and
opponents to limit its applications.
the governor to restore capital punishment is a grave setback in our state's hisThe New York Catholic Conference
toric efforts to foster a more humane
never wavered in opposing any death
and just society," said a March 7 statepenalty bill, but other organizations they
ment from Bishop Howard J. Hubbard
had worked with succeeded in amendof Albany, who led opposition by the
ing the bill to requirejuries to vote unanstate's Catholic leaders.
imously for a death sentence, limit its
"While violent crime is a grave probapplication to murderers over age 18,
lem which must be addressed aggresand exempt mentally incompetent peosively and constructively, state sanctioned
ple or pregnant women from execution.
violence is morally and socially repugElsewhere in the country, the Iowa
nant and will only feed the vicious cySenate March 2 voted 11 to 39 to reject
cle* of violence, which diminishes us all,
a House-passed bill that would have rejust and unjust alike," Bishop Hubbard
instated the death penalty there.
The Catholic bishops of both states . said.
had fought efforts to reinstate capital
He said he hoped the courts would
punishment, arguing that while church
reject the law as unconstitutional and
teaching traditionally permits some disadded that he would work to abolish die
cretionary use of it in grave circumdeath penalty and support alternatives
stances, modern law enforcement protojpapital punishment.
cedures make it unnecessary.
Efforts to turn around public support
for the death penalty probably got startThey also argued that capital puned too late, acknowledged Kathleen Galishment has no deterrent effect, is aplagher, associate director of New York's
plied more often to the poor and miCatholic Conference, the public policy
norities, is costlier to the state than lifearm of the, state's bishops.
time imprisonment, and sends the
"We got comfortable after having two
wrong signal about state-encouraged vigovernors who vetoed every bill," she
olence and the possibility for redempsaid.
tion.
A campaign led by Bishop Hubbard to
New York's bill was signed by Pataki
encourage priests to preach on the subwithin hours of its 4:30 a.m. approval,
ject seemed to be starting to have an efgiving the state a capital punishment
fect on public debate, said Ms. Gallagher,
law for the first time since the Supreme
Brochures widi the New York bishops'
Court permitted states to resume exestatement about why they opposed the
cutions in 1976. Pataki's two predeces-
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Vatican forges
consensus at
world summit
By Cindy Wooden
CatJiolic News Service
COPENHAGEN, Denmark - After
bargaining that went into the early hours
of the morning, the Vatican was able to
support the conclusions of the World
Summit on Social Development.
"We share the consensus, and overall
we are pleased with the documents,"
said Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro-Valls, a member of the Vatican delegation to the March 6-12 meeting in
Copenhagen.
Vatican Secretary of State Cardinal
Angelo Sodano, addressing the summit
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death penalty were in great demand,
with parishes ordering enough to necessitate a second printing, she said.
One Catholic legislator who spoke
during more than 11 hours of debate by
die Assembly acknowledged that he had
been hearing much about die subject in
his church lately and that it was making
him so uncomfortable he sometimes just
stood in the back of church, Ms. Gallagher said. He voted for the bill.
John M. Kerry, executive director of
the New York Catholic Conference, said
the church's high profile was clearly a
factor in the public debate.
"Our position stood in stark relief to
that of others," Kerry said. "It was definitely a factor in the tone of the debate
and its seriousness."
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March 12, pledged the Vatican would
join die participating nations "and all
men and women of good will in the task
of charting a new era of cooperation for
the integral development of humanity."
The summit, which brought together
delegates from some 170 nations, had
as its three main goals the elimination of
poverty, the creation ofjobs and the inclusion of all people in society.
Under those three headings, the summit touched everything from developing nations' foreign debt burden to situations in which women face discriminated in education and the job market.
The last hurdle faced by die Vatican in
getting a document it could support was
convincing other delegations to recognize parents' rights in overseeing the sex
education and health services provided
to their children, Navarro-Valls said.
The Vatican's point was accepted at
2 a.m. March 10, he said, barely making
the deadline for completion of the declaration and plan of action signed by
some 120 presidents, vice presidents and
prime ministers on die closing day.
Pope John Paul II, speaking at die Vatican March 12, said the summit called
the world's attention to "the inequalities which exist between rich and poor
peoples and the tragedies which threaten the life of a great part of humanity."
"These unfortunately are the result of
a world which, forgetting God, frequendy ends up humiliating the dignity
of the human being," he said.
The pope expressed his hope "that
die Copenhagen meeting would represent a sign of hope for the poor of every
continent and constitute a promise for
the building of a world marked by freedom and solidarity."
The Vatican along with many Latin
American countries and most Islamic
nations also worked to ensure the summit recognized the central place of
strong, stable families in creating strong,
stable societies, Navarro-Valls said.

